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As medical records are converted to electronic form,
risks of compromise of patients’ privacy increase dramatically. The electronic format makes misuse of
many patients’ data much easier, so we must be extremely careful with who has access to this data. At
the same time, this move to an electronic approach
also gives us opportunities to improve patient privacy
by leveraging recent cryptographic techniques, and in
some ways to improve upon the traditional system.
Here we look in particular at those parties, such
as insurers and pharmacies, that are not actively involved in patient care. Currently patients who are insured are required to share the entire record of their
medical treatment with their insurer in order to receive benefits, and a pharmacy may store all prescriptions filled for each patient.
However, there is no medical reason for these parties to see this information1— they only need enough
information to be able to prevent fraud and verify
that the provided treatment should be covered under
the patient’s policy, or that the patient has a valid
prescription for the medication being dispensed. We
argue that, using recent developments in cryptography, we can allow this verification without revealing any additional information about the patient’s
record, thus obtaining optimal privacy guarantees.

insurance claim is valid under the patient’s policy
and sends it to the insurance company along with
a description of the services provided. The insurance
company checks this token and reimburses the claim.
(4) Doctor prescribes medications for patient.
The doctor uses credentials issued by the state that
prove his right to prescribe. The doctor will generate
a signed prescription, and an anonymous token showing that the insurance will cover the medication, and
transfer both to the pharmacy. He will also generate a token for the patient (potentially printed in the
form of a barcode).
(5) Patient goes the pharmacy. The pharmacy
verifies the tokens it received from the patient and
the doctor, then issues the appropriate medications.
(6) Pharmacy bills insurance company. The
pharmacist combines the token from the doctor and
the token from the patient and presents the result to
the insurance company as proof of the claim. The insurance company verifies it and reimburses the claim.
Privacy/Security Benefits: Thus payment for services can be achieved without patient identity being
revealed to the insurer or pharmacist and without
separate visits by the same patient being linkable.

2. Summary of anonymous credential
technology

In an anonymous credential system [7, 2, 5], users
can obtain credentials from an organization, and then
when they want to access a resource/service, generate
tokens proving that they hold the necessary credentials. These tokens are anonymous in that they do
not reveal any information about the user, they can1. High-level description of system:
not be linked back to the initial issuance, and it is
impossible to tell whether two tokens were generated
We envision a system that works as follows:
(1) Patient sets up an insurance policy with using the same credential. Here we will need anonythe insurer. The patient will then receive a token mous credentials with the following features:
proving that his treatment should be covered accord- Basics: A user receives a credential which contains a
ing to the given policy.
set of attributes, and they can issue tokens proving
(2) Patient visits doctor/hospital. The patient that: (a) they have a given attribute, (b) they do
reveals the relevant part of his policy, and gives the not have a given attribute, (c) they have an attribute
doctor a token for this visit. The doctor/hospital is within a given range, or (d) any combination of such
assumed to be fully trusted by patient with regard to statements.
any record or data generated by that visit.
Delegation [1]: A user with a credential from an or(3) Doctor bills insurance company. The docganization can issue a delegated credential to another
tor generates an anonymous token proving that the
party. This party will then be able to prove owner1
We assume that once all information is stored electroni- ship of a credential that was issued by someone with
cally, drug-interaction errors will be caught automatically, and a valid credential from the organization (without repharmacies will not need to play as large a role in this process. vealing information on this intermediary user). The
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user can also choose which of its attributes will be
included in the delegated credential.
Single-Use [3]: In some cases it is important to ensure
that no credential is used more than once in the same
setting. In this case we require that the user generate
a single-use token for each setting - if the user generates 2 tokens for the same setting, it will be easily
detected, but as long as each use is in a different setting, there will be no way to tell that multiple tokens
were generated by the same user.
Endorsement [6]: We can generate a token in two
parts, such that neither is valid without the other.
We call these parts the unendorsed token and the
endorsement. The endorsement has the feature that
it can be made fairly short, regardless of the length
of the statement being proven.
3. Details of tokens
Token for patient: This will be a simple credential including all of the attributes of the policy. (We
assume that policies have a standardized form.)
Token for doctor: This will be a delegated token with the visit date hardcoded. The patient may
also choose to remove some field if it is unrelated to
the treatment being performed (e.g. dental credentials may be removed on a visit to the patient’s primary care doctor.) Alternatively, the patient could
be much more heavily involved, and required to authorize every treatment being claimed.
Token for insurer: This is the most complex token. At a minimum, the doctor will use the delegated token to generate a proof that the procedure
and/or services claimed are indeed covered, and a
single use label for that patient and date (to prevent
multiple claims for the same procedure.) If the insurance company’s policies are more complex, we might
want to allow other features (also achievable with existing techniques):
• Requiring gaps between certain procedures.
• Proving that a preceding procedure has already
been reimbursed.
• Proving that the patient’s lifetime or annual cap
has not been exceeded.
• Proof of signed results from labs for this patient.
Tokens for the pharmacist: The doctor will generate an endorsed delegated token for the pharmacy
with whatever information is necessary to verify the
claim (essentially an endorsed version of the token
for the insurer, which reveals only that the prescribing doctor is certified). The unendorsed portion will
be sent to the pharmacy, the endorsement will be
printed as a barcode and given to the patient.

4. Extensions
Revocation of anonymity/Allowing auditing: We may
want some way to retrieve the full treatment information and identity for each patient, in case of an
audit. One option would be to have one (or several)
trusted parties who hold (shares of) a decryption key.
When a token is formed to be sent to the insurance
company, the doctor can also include the encryption
under this key of the full treatment information (as
well as his signature on this information). If an audit
is necessary, then the insurance company can ask the
trusted parties to perform the decryption. If fraud is
discovered, the doctor can then be held responsible.
Revocation of policies: The insurance company may
need to revoke policies (e.g. if a patient stops paying
premiums). This can be done using existing anonymous credential revocation techniques [4].
Sharing tokens: We may want to ensure that a patient cannot share his policy with others. One solution is to assume that all parties (including all patients) have verifiable identities in a public key infrastructure. Another, weaker, approach is to require
that a patient share all his rights in order to allow
someone else to use his policy. A final approach would
be to include the patient name in the policy token
that is issued, and in the token the patient shows to
the doctor (but not in later tokens). Then the doctor
is responsible for verifying the patient’s identity.
5. Conclusion
We propose an electronic infrastructure which allows insured patients to be treated and their benefits
for treatment provided without sharing the information on their medical treatment with the insurer or
pharmacy. Our system also allows the insurer and
pharmacy to verify the legitimacy of the claims.
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